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Excecutive summary
The Russian-Chinese economic relations experienced a sharp dip in the immediate months 
after Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, but has since rebounded and 
reached new record levels, and grown strongly and widely in both directions: 

• Bilateral trade turnover reached a record high of USD 190 billion in 2022 (29 
percent up on 2021), and USD 94 billion in Jan–May 2023 (41 percent up on 2022). 

• Russian energy export to China has increased moderately in volume, in line with pre-
war plans, but massively in value, including oil, pipeline gas and LNG, and coal. However, 
no progress has been made on new infrastructure, and no new Chinese investments 
upstream. As China profited less than it could have, the largest energy winner 
has instead been India.

• The countries’ metals trade has grown much. Russia is selling gold, platinoids, 
copper, and steel, while China is exporting alumina, which has crucial military 
applications. 

After an initial post-invasion decline, Chinese exports to Russia have significantly 
increased since the summer of 2022, including vehicles, machinery, electronics, metals, 
and plastics and rubber.

• Most major Chinese companies have continued their operations in Russia as 
before. This includes banks, technology companies, industry companies, and others. 
Sanctions have had some effect, but actions do not always follow words.   

• There has been a huge comeback over the past year in Chinese electronics 
exports to Russia. Crucially, Chinese exports of the militarily important integrated 
circuits have skyrocketed. China has thus partly met some Russian technology needs.

• The strongest Chinese export category of 2023 is motor vehicles, including cars, 
trucks, and parts, where Chinese brands have entirely swallowed up the Russian 
markets, allowing China to become the world’s leading car exporter.  

At the same time, the war has also shown the limits and challenges of the countries’ 
economic relations, as well as Russia’s increasing economic dependence on 
China, which in the long run could likely be the biggest threat to Russian sovereignty:  

• Russia is undergoing increasing “yuanisation,” where the yuan’s role in 
Russia’s economy is growing, which might mitigate sanctions but entails risks and 
vulnerabilities vis-á-vis China.

• Russia’s isolation and dependence on China means a bleak future for the 
Russian state and its people: the exports to China are discounted, the imports are of 
lower quality and more expensive, and investments are absent. Growth, state budget and 
spending will all suffer.

• While China has exported many products with crucial military applications, it 
has not delivered lethal weapons, which is a clear limitation in Beijing’s support to 
Moscow. 

The trends of growth in trade, and of Russia’s dependence on China will likely 
continue. How strong the economic relations can grow will depend on many things: the 
outcome of the war; the relation’s power dynamic and balance; the West’s ability to counteract 
and punish China’s sanctions-busting; the development of West-China relations overall; and 
how well China manages to balance and diversify its economic ties.
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Introduction1

In a joint statement on February 4, 2022, the leaders of China and Russia, Xi Jinping 
and Vladimir Putin, respectively, described the relationship between their countries as a 
friendship “without borders” and “without forbidden areas of cooperation.” Just three weeks 
later, on February 24, Russia initiated its full-scale invasion of Ukraine, thereby triggering 
the bloodiest conflict in Europe since World War II. This has put the alleged boundlessness 
of the relationship to the test. China has had to respond to the world’s condemnation of 
Russian actions, American and European demands to refrain from supporting Russia, and 
sanctions aimed at the Russian economy, which have also affected China.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has also spotlighted a Russian-Chinese alliance whose ultimate 
goal extends far beyond Ukraine, namely, to replace the US-led liberal world order with a 
new “multipolar world order” that is safer for authoritarian states. When Xi visited Moscow in 
March 2023, he told Putin that “this is part of the great changes not seen in a hundred years” 
– a phrase often uttered by Xi Jinping and other Chinese representatives in recent years, but 
this time with the addition that Russia and China are “together promoting these changes”. 

In order to assess the countries’ abilities to realise their joint ambitions, it is of utmost 
importance to identify and evaluate both the strengths and weaknesses of their cooperation. 
A deep understanding of the limitations in the relationship is a prerequisite for the EU and the 
West to develop a sustainable, objective, and long-term policy towards Russia and China. 

Analyses of Russo-Chinese relations since the beginning of the war have often emphasised 
how China has provided extensive political support to Russia, primarily in the form of rhetoric. 
And even though it is often pointed out how China has provided an “economic lifeline” to 
Russia, there is a need for a more detailed analysis of how their bilateral economic relations 
have developed in various areas of cooperation. Overall, the answers to these questions can 
contribute to a better understanding of both areas of conflict and driving forces in Russo-
Chinese relations. 

This report aims to analyse how Russo-Chinese economic relations have developed since 
the start of Russia’s war against Ukraine. The report thus covers bilateral trade, including 
Russia’s vital energy export to China, and China’s export to and economic presence in 
Russia; Russia’s increasing use of the yuan; cooperation on trade routes; and trade across 
the border and between regions.

Trade data

Strong increase in bilateral trade during 2022 and 2023, in both directions. 
According to Chinese customs data2 for 2022, the total trade between the countries reached 
a record high of about USD 190 billion, which is an increase of 29.3 percent compared to 
2021; however, Russian exports (about USD 114 billion) accounted for a large majority of 
the increase (43.4 percent), while Chinese exports (about USD 76 billion) increased by 12.8 
percent. Trade with Russia accounted for 3 percent of China’s total international trade in 

1 The research for this report was partly funded by the Swedish Armed Forces.

2  All trade data is from the General Administration of Customs of the People’s Republic of China. Russia 
stopped publishing its customs data in April 2022. Chinese customs data should of course be treated with 
caution.

http://english.customs.gov.cn/statics/report/monthly.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/china-customs-says-trade-with-russia-hit-new-high-2022-2023-01-13/
https://www.interfax.ru/business/837264
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2022. The strong upward trend has continued in 2023: in the first five months, bilateral trade 
turnover was about USD 94 billion, 40.7 percent higher than in the same period in 2022. In 
March 2023, trade reached its highest level ever; for the first time, it was over USD 20 billion 
in a month. 

Moreover, unlike during 2022, in 2023 the increase in trade has been driven more by strong 
growth in China’s exports than Russia’s – up 67 percent, compared to 25 percent for Russia. 
In April 2023, China’s exports to Russia reached an all-time high of USD 9.6 billion, for the 
first time higher than Russian exports to China.

Figure 1: China’s trade with Russia turnover; exports; and imports. Source: Chinese 
customs.

Energy trade – Russian export to China

The export of energy from Russia to China has increased significantly in both volume and value 
since the outbreak of the war. Despite Russia’s being forced to export heavily discounted 
energy to China, due to sanctions, embargoes, and price ceilings, the value of energy exports 
has increased very strongly. Since the start of the war, China has imported Russian fossil 
fuels for about EUR 86 billion3 (of which an overwhelming majority, about EUR 67 billion, is 
oil imports). In 2022, the value of Chinese imports of Russian oil, coal, LNG and pipeline gas 
was 56 percent higher than in 2021. China is thus the largest importer of Russian energy, 
after the EU bloc, since the start of the war, and the largest single country. However, the 
imbalance in energy relations has increased sharply; as outlined in the NKK/SCEEUS report 
Russia-China energy relations since 24 February: Consequences and options for Europe 
by Henrik Wachtmeister, the value of China’s share of Russian energy exports has doubled, 
from 15 to 30 percent, while Russia’s share of Chinese imports has only increased slightly. 

3  All data on Chinese energy payments to Russia is from 14 June, 2023.

https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/publications/the-eu-ban-on-russian-oil-crude-implications-for-the-middle-east/
https://www.russiafossiltracker.com/
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
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China is now Russia’s biggest consumer, and Russia’s energy exports to China are likely to 
continue to increase in the future. At the same time, this Russian dependency on a single 
main customer poses great risks to the balance of power. Moreover, Chinese imports will 
probably not be able to replace Russian losses in European oil and gas markets.

Table 1: Chinese imports of Russian energy 2022-2023. Sources: various (see text).

Russian oil export to China: Since the outbreak of the war, China has imported Russian 
oil for about EUR 67 billion. Since April 2022, China’s discount on Russian oil has averaged 
11 percent. Chinese import of Russian crude oil has increased during the war, and was 8.3 
percent higher in volume in 2022 than in 2021, and 44 percent higher in value. In 2022, 
Russia was China’s second-largest supplier of crude oil, after Saudi Arabia, with 1.73 million 
barrels per day (mb/d), which accounted for a much larger share of Russian exports than of 
Chinese imports (see Table 1).

The upward trend has continued in 2023, as Chinese import of Russian crude oil averaged 
1.95 mb/d in the first four months of 2023 (18 percent of Chinese imports). As of June, 
China is the top importer of Russian oil in 2023, at more than EUR 21 billion worth of imports 
and, in March 2023, imports reached record volume levels, at 2.27 million barrels per day, 
1.5 times higher than in March 2022, but only 3 percent higher in value, reflecting the likely 
discounted price. Russian oil from the Arctic is also increasingly exported to China, with 
record volumes in March 2023. Chinese import of Russian Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO), which 
independent Chinese refineries import to produce diesel and gasoline, more than doubled in 
2022 (3.1 million tons), and saw record volumes in February 2023. 

Interestingly, China seems to have acted in an inexplicable way in its oil strategy during 
2022, by strongly supporting Russia economically and politically, despite high costs for 
both its own and the world’s economies. It has done so by filling its reserves with imported 
Russian oil when it was at its most expensive, and then refraining from further exporting 
refined products, despite high margins and good conditions, which further contributed to 
global inflation and thus helped Russia.

https://oilprice.com/Energy/Natural-Gas/Russias-Far-East-Has-Become-Crucial-For-Chinas-Energy-Ambitions.html
https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/89862
https://www.russiafossiltracker.com/
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/china-ministry-meets-refiners-update-russian-oil-trade-sources-2023-02-17/
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2023/01/20/959881-rossiya-narastila-kitai
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/saudi-arabia-stays-top-crude-supplier-china-2022-russian-barrels-surge-2023-01-20/#:~:text=3%20minute%20read,by%20Janane%20Venkatraman
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.russiafossiltracker.com/
https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-insights/latest-news/oil/042123-china-data-russian-crude-oil-imports-rise-13-on-month-to-record-high-227-mil-bd-in-march#:~:text=China'simports%20of%20Russian%20crude%20oil,the%20long%2Dvoyage%20Urals%20grade.
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2023/05/8821f14ced99-chinas-march-crude-oil-imports-from-russia-jump-15-fold-on-year.html
https://www.highnorthnews.com/en/russia-reroutes-arctic-oil-china-and-india-result-eu-sanctions
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/chinas-march-imports-russian-oil-may-hit-record-shiptracking-data-2023-03-02/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/rising-flow-russian-oil-products-china-india-middle-east-russell-2023-02-16/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/china-boosts-imports-fuel-oil-blended-russian-barrels-2023-02-03/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/rising-flow-russian-oil-products-china-india-middle-east-russell-2023-02-16/
https://chinarussiareport.substack.com/p/beijing-backed-moscow-in-oil-markets
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Russian gas export to China: During the war, China has imported Russian gas for about 
EUR 12 billion. In terms of volume, China’s import of Russian pipeline gas rose by 50 percent 
in 2022 (totalling 15.5 billion cubic meters (bcm)), and Russian LNG, by 44 percent (totaling 
6.5 million tons). In terms of value, the import of Russian pipeline gas increased by 160 
percent in 2022, to about USD 3.98 billion, and the import of Russian LNG by 140 percent, 
to USD 6.75 billion.

Russia was thereby China’s second-largest supplier of pipeline gas in 2022, and fourth-
largest supplier of LNG in 2022. The Russian export of pipeline gas to China is a much larger 
share of Chinese imports than Russian exports, as shown in Table 1, but the share in Russian 
exports increased significantly in 2022. Russia also more than doubled its export of Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas (LPG) to China in 2022, compared to 2021 (147,000 tons compared to 
about 63,000 tons). While Russian pipeline gas is China’s cheapest source of gas, Chinese 
imports have in general still only been increasing in line with plans that have existed since 
before the war. 

Russian export of coal, electricity, and nuclear power: China has imported discounted 
Russian coal for a total of about EUR 7.2 billion since the beginning of the war. Imports rose 
by 20 percent in volume in 2022, and have also been increasing in 2023. Russia was China’s 
second-largest supplier of coal in 2022 and accounted for 23 percent of Chinese imports (up 
from 18 percent in 2021) and 32 percent of Russia’s exports (up from 25 percent in 2021), 
thus rising significantly in both countries’ trade mixes. Chinese imports of electricity from 
Russia also increased in 2022, compared to previous years. China is also an increasingly 
important market for the Russian state-owned nuclear power company, Rosatom, although 
the power balance in the nuclear power cooperation is increasingly shifting in China’s favour.

Energy trade infrastructure: An increase in Russian oil imports to China is limited, given 
that China is already buying essentially everything that Russia can deliver to the Pacific 
market, and requires either long and costly transports from Russia’s western ports, or new 
infrastructure. Similarly, the gas export is also limited by the fact that the Russian gas fields 
supplying Europe are not yet connected to those that supply China. 

Several infrastructure projects are planned, or ongoing, to increase Russian energy export 
capacity to China. On 4 February 2022, the countries signed a new 30-year agreement 
on the export of Russian gas via a new pipeline from Sakhalin to China through the Sea of 
Japan, with a maximum capacity of 10 bcm, which would be operational within a few years. 
In January 2023, a new agreement was signed, with additional details. In September 2022, 
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak announced that the countries would soon reach 
a final agreement on the long-planned Power of Siberia 2 gas pipeline, which, from 2030, 
would be able to deliver an additional 50 bcm of Russian gas annually to China via Mongolia. 

However, 2022 and 2023 have seen little progress in these and other projects, apart from 
empty Russian announcements and Chinese silence. In March 2022, it was reported that 
Chinese Sinopec paused several major energy projects in Russia, after China’s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, according to sources in a meeting with the three Chinese energy giants, 
Sinopec, CNPC, and CNOOC, urged caution with investments in Russia. “Arctic LNG 2,” 
a joint project between Russian Novatek and Chinese companies, has been delayed due to 
sanctions. At the end of 2022, it was reported that the Power of Siberia pipeline would reach 
full capacity two years later than planned.

https://www.russiafossiltracker.com/
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/qa-china-russia-energy-relations-one-year-after-the-invasion-of-ukraine/#_ednref3
https://english.kyodonews.net/news/2023/01/7c9c6997d76f-chinas-gas-imports-from-russia-double-in-2022-amid-ukraine-crisis.html#:~:text=China's%20imports%20of%20liquefied%20natural,nations%20impose%20sanctions%20on%20Russia.
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/qa-china-russia-energy-relations-one-year-after-the-invasion-of-ukraine/#_ednref3
https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.russiafossiltracker.com/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinas-coal-imports-russia-fall-dec-up-20-2022-2023-01-20/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinas-jan-feb-coal-imports-russia-rise-australia-supply-resumes-2023-03-20/
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/qa-china-russia-energy-relations-one-year-after-the-invasion-of-ukraine/#_edn2
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/china-reaps-energy-windfall-west-shuns-russian-supplies-2022-09-14/
https://eurasiantimes.com/russia-confirms-highly-enriched-uranium-supply-to-china-us/
https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2022/10/balance-power-shifting-among-nuclear-energy-titans/378067/
https://energyandcleanair.org/publication/financing-putins-war-fossil-fuel-exports-from-russia-in-the-first-six-months-of-the-invasion-of-ukraine/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/03/business/russia-china-energy-ukraine.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/exclusive-russia-china-agree-30-year-gas-deal-using-new-pipeline-source-2022-02-04/
https://www.energyintel.com/00000186-35ce-da30-a7ff-bdff68580000
https://tass.com/economy/1508219
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/exclusive-chinas-sinopec-pauses-russia-projects-beijing-wary-sanctions-sources-2022-03-25/
https://www.tearline.mil/public_page/sanctions-delay-chinese-equipment-enroute-to-russian-arctic-energy-projects/
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-gas-pipeline-idAFL1N32Y063
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Moreover, during the war, Chinese companies have not made any new upstream investments, 
nor have there been any announcements of new deals in oil, or gas, or long-term import 
contracts. 

Chinese exports to and economic presence in Russia

After some decline immediately following the start of the war, Chinese exports 
to Russia have heavily increased since the summer of 2022. Many Chinese products 
and brands have seen significant growth in Russia since the invasion, as can be seen in 
Figure 2. This includes significant export growth in categories such as vehicles; machinery 
and mechanical equipment; electronics, including consumer electronics, home appliances, 
and integrated circuits; metals; plastics and rubber; and many other goods and services.

 

Figure 2: Chinese export to Russia by biggest export categories (Harmonised Standard, 
HS, sections). Source: Chinese customs.

Chinese exports to Russia decreased sharply in the months following the war (from March 
to May, exports were 42 percent lower, compared to the previous three months) and were 
in line with the average for other countries that did not join the sanctions. But from July 
onwards, exports have increased sharply, and broadly, and reached their highest level ever 
in April 2023 (about USD 9.6 billion), for the first time higher than Russian exports to China. 
China has thus become Russia’s top trading partner, and only North Korea is now more 
dependent on Chinese exports. 

https://www.ui.se/globalassets/ui.se-eng/publications/sceeus/russia-china-energy-relations-since-24-february.pdf
https://www.piie.com/blogs/realtime-economic-issues-watch/export-controls-against-russia-are-working-help-china
https://www.csis.org/analysis/strangling-bear-sanctions-russia-after-four-months
https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/88926
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The biggest product categories of China’s exports to Russia in 2022/2023 (categorised by 
their Harmonized Standard (HS) code), are the following: machinery and mechanical and 
electrical equipment; vehicles and transportation equipment; chemical products; 
base metals; textile products; and plastics and rubber. As can be seen in Table 2, 
the categories that saw biggest growth in 2022 were vehicles, chemicals, and plastics and 
rubber.

 

Table 2: China’s biggest export categories [HS sections] to Russia 2022–2023. Source: 
Chinese customs.

In the first five months of 2023, Chinese exports reached almost USD 43 billion. 
This was 75.6 percent higher than the same period in 2022, and 8 percent higher than the 
previous five months. This reflects the severe dip in exports in the months after the war, and 
that the sharp rebound in the second half of 2022 has slowed down to a more moderate 
growth in 2023. This can be clearly seen in Table 2, where all export categories show very 
strong growth figures in 2023, compared to the same period in 2022 (Jan–May), but low 
(or even negative) growth compared to the preceding five months (Aug–Dec). The clear 
exception is the export of vehicles and transportation equipment, which has continued to 
skyrocket in 2023 and is now the main driver of growth in China’s exports to Russia.

Most major Chinese companies are continuing their operations in Russia as 
before. According to Yale’s CELI list, and KSE Institute’s “Leave Russia” Project, which 
track foreign companies’ operations in Russia, almost all major Chinese companies are 
continuing their activities as before. This includes Air China; Alibaba; Tencent; China Mobile; 
China Railway; major banks (Agricultural Bank of China, China Construction Bank, Industrial 
Bank China); technology companies (Xiaomi, Haier, Realme, Oppo); energy companies 

https://www.yalerussianbusinessretreat.com/
https://leave-russia.org/?flt%5B131%5D%5Beq%5D%5B%5D=427&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fleave-russia.org%2F&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fleave-russia.org%2F%3Fflt%255B131%255D%255Beq%255D%255B%255D%3D427
https://www.protocol.com/china/alibaba-ukraine-russia
https://tvbrics.com/news/kitay-zapustit-bolshe-gruzovykh-poezdov-dlya-uvelicheniya-obemov-perevozok-uglya/
https://www.reuters.com/business/exclusive-russian-firms-rush-open-chinese-bank-accounts-sanctions-bite-sources-2022-03-03/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/chinese-banks-seize-russia-oil-trade-internationalise-yuan-2023-04-28/
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/02/25/business/russia-chinese-brands-sales-surge-ukraine-war-intl-hnk/index.html
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Ukraine-war/Chinese-companies-confronted-with-quandary-over-Russia-operations
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(PowerChina, CNPC, Petrochina, Hengli Group, CCTD); construction companies (China 
Railway Construction Corporation, China State Construction Engineering); industrial 
companies (Didi, FAW, SAIC Motor, Xibao); and many others. Since the start of the war, 
several Chinese companies, including the metallurgy giant, Xibao, the leading producer of 
household appliances, Haier, the electric car company, Sokon, and the construction giant, 
CCCC Dredging, have begun planning their own manufacturing in Russia. Interestingly, 
Chinese companies have even faced domestic backlash against plans to limit Russian 
operations.

However, sanctions have had an (uncertain) effect on the operations of a few 
major Chinese companies. The Chinese companies that have curtailed operations in 
Russia are mainly high-profile, with important Western relations and global sales, and thus 
facing pressure to comply with sanctions. Companies that have (at least partially) limited 
their operations, or are buying time, include Huawei, ZTE, Honor, Lenovo, UnionPay, Bank 
of China, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 
(ICBC), New Development Bank, Sinopec, and AliExpress (including the blocking of Russian 
drone purchases). 

At the same time, actions do not always follow words. UnionPay significantly increased 
its operations with Russian customers outside Russia, and Russian banks, in 2022 (but 
seems to have limited operations again, as of May 2023). Both the Bank of China and the 
ICBC, through daughter companies, sharply increased both their activities, and profit, in 
Russia in 2022. Binance, which first limited its services for Russians, removed these limits in 
April 2023. In April 2022, Chinese drone company SZ DJI reportedly paused its operations 
in Russia, due to sanctions, but trade data has since showed that the drones have continued 
to flow into Russia through third countries. While Huawei has taken several steps to limit 
its Russia operations, other actions suggest it plans to remain, somehow, on the Russian 
market, including through increased efforts to recruit Russian talent, and engaging in joint 
Russian-Chinese IT development.

With growing sanctions pressure on Russia, and worsening Western-Chinese relations, 
avoiding sanctions might become increasingly difficult for Chinese global and state-owned 
companies. However, Chinese companies, especially smaller, second-rate, and regional 
companies are also learning to adjust. As with the earlier sanctions since 2014, Chinese 
businesses seem to be taking advantage of the short-term gains of the Russian market, while 
striving to comply with sanctions.

Electronics. The war and the sanctions had a strong initial effect on Chinese electronics 
exports to Russia in the spring of 2022; these exports included consumer electronics, 
such as laptops, smartphones, and TVs; telecommunications equipment; household 
appliances, such as washing machines, refrigerators, and ovens; and also the militarily 
important, dual-use category of integrated circuits (microchips) and semiconductors. 
However, since the summer of 2022, all of these categories have bounced back, many of 
them to new record levels, as is shown in Figure 3, with UN Comtrade data of 2021–2022. 
As with China’s exports to Russia, in general, this trend has continued in 2023, as the export 
of machinery and electronics has remained at high levels, as can be seen from the Chinese 
customs data in Figure 2. 

https://leave-russia.org/china-national-petroleum-corporation
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-09/china-s-state-refiners-buy-more-russian-oil-energy-aspects-says#xj4y7vzkg
https://regnum.ru/news/3541792
https://regnum.ru/news/3541792
https://leave-russia.org/china-state-construction-engineering
https://www.ft.com/content/c876cf4c-e91c-4a42-9f16-c424743eca71
https://abireg.ru/newsitem/92207/
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5669810
https://www.vedomosti.ru/auto/articles/2022/03/22/914723-motorinvest-kitaiskie-elektrokari
https://transportrussia.ru/razdely/morskoj-transport/8569-dnouglublenie-i-sotrudnichestvo.html
https://qz.com/2136255/chinas-tech-giants-face-a-domestic-backlash-for-exiting-russia
https://leave-russia.org/huawei
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-02-09/china-s-state-refiners-buy-more-russian-oil-energy-aspects-says#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/06/30/chinas-honor-smartphone-maker-halts-russia-shipments-vedomosti-a78153
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-tech-giants-quietly-stop-doing-business-with-russia-11651845795
https://leave-russia.org/unionpay
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/3/4/china-led-development-bank-halts-business-in-russia-belarus
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/3/4/china-led-development-bank-halts-business-in-russia-belarus
https://www.aiib.org/en/news-events/news/2022/AIIB-Statement-on-war-in-Ukraine.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/2/28/as-russias-isolation-grows-china-hints-at-limits-of-friendship
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/new-development-bank-says-it-has-put-new-transactions-russia-hold-2022-03-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/exclusive-chinas-sinopec-pauses-russia-projects-beijing-wary-sanctions-sources-2022-03-25/
https://leave-russia.org/aliexpress
https://espreso.tv/aliexpress-zablokuvav-rosiyanam-kupivlyu-droniv-zmi#:~:text=%D0%86%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%82%2D%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%B0%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%BD%20Aliexpress%20%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%BA%D1%83%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%B2%20%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B0%D0%B6,%D0%BA%D1%83%D0%BF%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%96%20%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%83%D1%82%D1%8C%20%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%96%20%D1%83%20%D1%84%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%BA%D1%86%D1%96%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%96.
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5761304
https://t.me/moscowtimes_ru/12658
https://frankmedia.ru/120387
https://www.binance.com/en/support/announcement/changes-of-services-to-users-in-russia-4887e569afdf4b1e89e024371d3a49b9
https://beincrypto.com/binance-ends-russia-account-limits/
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2022-04-27/drone-maker-dji-temporarily-stops-doing-business-in-russia-and-ukraine-101877491.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-drones-still-support-russias-war-in-ukraine-trade-data-show-cd39d40b
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5367656
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5436796
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/6000629
https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/89785
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/Ukraine-war/Chinese-regions-chase-business-opportunities-in-Russia-as-West-exits
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/17/china-russia-tech-exports/
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Figure 3: Chinese exports to Russia of some major electric appliances (HS subcategories 
in chapters 84–85). Source: UN Comtrade. 

The export of household appliances has greatly increased in the second half of 2022, 
filling the void left by the greatly reduced export from the Western world. As can be seen 
in Figure 3, the export of refrigerators and freezers, electric ovens and stoves, vac-
uum cleaners, and electric fans, have all increased during the second half of 2022 and 
reached pre-war levels in terms of value.

Figure 4: Chinese exports of laptops (HS 847130) to Russia 2021–2022. Source: UN 
Comtrade.

https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
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The same trend is true of consumer electronics. As can be seen in Figure 4, the Chinese 
exports of laptops dipped to almost zero in the months after the invasion, but have since 
experienced a significant comeback. Chinese export of televisions reached a low point 
in April 2022, but has since skyrocketed to record highs. In Russia, the sales of Chinese 
smartphones, which, with such giants as Xiaomi, Realme, Honor, Huawei, and Oppo, ac-
count for a majority of the Russian market, declined sharply in the spring, due to sanctions 
and the collapse of the ruble. However, since the summer of 2022, many Chinese tech 
companies have greatly increased their smartphone sales in Russia, up to and beyond pre-
war levels, and largely filled the gap left by Western (and some Chinese) companies. This 
has led to a recovery in the Russian market, even though the value of imports is lower, due 
to cheaper Chinese brands. Chinese smartphones made up more than 70 percent of the 
Russian market in the third quarter of 2022 and, according to some sources, more than 95 
percent, as of the first months of 2023, compared to around 40–50 percent before the war, 
with Xiaomi and Realme in the first two spots.

Figure 5: Chinese exports to Russia of integrated circuits (HS 8542) and semiconductors 
(HS 8541) 2021–2022. Source: UN Comtrade.

In particular, the critical export of Chinese integrated circuits and semiconductors to 
Russia has greatly increased. These dual-use products are extremely important for military 
uses and Russian defense industrial capacity. Russian semiconductor imports declined 
significantly shortly after the invasion and the sanctions, as 90 percent of the global exports 
to Russia of these categories disappeared. However, after an initial sharp decline, Chinese 
exports to Russia of integrated circuits have skyrocketed since April 2022, as can be seen 
from UN Comtrade data in Figure 5, thus partially filling the gap. In Chinese customs data, 
the value of integrated circuits exports to Russia in 2022 was USD 179 million, 142 percent 
higher than 2021 (USD 74 million). 

However, many reports suggest that the true value of these exports from China 
to Russia could be much higher, owing to shadowy alternative Chinese routes to 

https://www.ft.com/content/8f3e0214-94b1-4d73-b34f-31c189437578
https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/01/tech/apple-russia/index.html
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5446078
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/02/25/business/russia-chinese-brands-sales-surge-ukraine-war-intl-hnk/index.html
https://silverado.org/news/russia-semiconductor-imports-dashboard-pre-and-post-invasion-trends/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/chip-exports-russia-plunged-by-90-after-curbs-us-official-2022-06-29/
https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
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Russia, through third countries, and other shady trade setups. According to a report by the 
Free Russia Foundation, China’s and Hong Kong’s real exports of integrated circuits and 
semiconductors to Russia in 2022 were over USD 500 million and USD 400 million, up 
around 150 and 100 percent respectively, from around USD 200 million each in 2021. In 
China’s export of integrated circuits to Russia, both Hong Kong and third countries, such as 
Turkey, play important roles. Some sources suggest that China and Hong Kong accounted 
for almost 85 percent of Russian chip imports between March 2022 and February 2023. 

Moreover, according to Nikkei Asia, the export from Hong Kong and China to Russia of U.S. 
chips, such as those by Intel and Texas Instruments, jumped tenfold from 2021 to 2022, 
reaching USD 570 million. Leaked Russian customs data reveal that, by late 2022, Russia’s 
microchips imports were close to pre-war levels, of which more than half were Chinese. 
However, China has also banned the export of certain semiconductors that have important 
military and strategic significance.

Although those Chinese microchip manufacturers that are most dependent on Western 
equipment (e.g., SMIC) have been cautious about circumventing the sanctions, Chinese 
companies that instead repackage products have increased their operations. However, the 
Chinese products do not have the same capacity as the Western ones and are not sufficient 
to fully cover Russia’s needs. According to some reports, the number of defective microchips 
and components imported from China to Russia has also increased, from two to 40 percent.

Thus, China has successfully, but also selectively, so as not to be affected by 
sanctions, managed to meet several of Russia’s large electronics and technology 
needs. China’s increasing exports, since the summer of 2022, might be partly due to 
increased Chinese confidence in managing and circumventing the sanctions, as both the 
red lines, and limits, of the sanctions regime have been drawn more clearly. 

Vehicles. China is selling an increasing number of motor vehicles, vehicle parts and 
transportation equipment to Russia. According to Chinese customs data, the export to 
Russia of road vehicles, including parts and accessories, in 2022 (USD 6.3 billion) increased 
by 47 percent compared to 2021. As shown in Figure 6, this strong upwards trend has 
continued in 2023. This export category, China’s second-largest to Russia, accounted for 
18.5 percent (USD 8 billion) of total exports in Jan–May 2023, 300 percent higher than in 
the same period in 2022, and 122 percent greater than in the preceding five months. Much 
owing to this export to Russia, now China’s top export trade partner in this category, in the 
first quarter of 2023, China became the world’s biggest exporter of new vehicles, overtaking 
Japan. 

https://www.4freerussia.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2023/01/frf-sanctions-web.pdf
https://carnegieendowment.org/2023/05/17/hong-kong-s-technology-lifeline-to-russia-pub-89775
https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/ukraine-crisis-russia-tech-middlemen/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-microchips-migrate-from-china-to-russia-7ad9d6f4?ns=prod/accounts-wsj
https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Tech/Semiconductors/Special-report-How-U.S.-made-chips-are-flowing-into-Russia
https://static.rusi.org/RUSI-Silicon-Lifeline-final-updated-web_1.pdf
https://static.rusi.org/RUSI-Silicon-Lifeline-final-updated-web_1.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-aids-russias-war-in-ukraine-trade-data-shows-11675466360?mod=article_inline
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5719932
https://www.scmp.com/tech/tech-war/article/3184438/chinas-top-chip-maker-smic-says-it-has-never-had-any-russian-clients
https://wccftech.com/intel-amd-ban-sees-russia-turn-to-chinese-chips/
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/russian-company-taps-chinas-zhaoxin-x86-cpu-to-replace-amd-intel-cpus
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5619160
https://www.merics.org/en/comment/china-moves-fill-void-left-russian-sanctions-its-own-terms
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Automobiles/China-surpasses-Japan-as-world-s-top-auto-exporter
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Figure 6: Chinese exports to Russia of road vehicles (HS chapter 87), 2022–2023. 
Source: Chinese customs.

China’s export to Russia of vehicles and transport equipment in large part consists of a few 
big subcategories: tractors, motor vehicles for the transport of persons (passenger 
cars), motor vehicles for the transport of goods (goods vehicles/trucks), special 
purpose motor vehicles, and parts and accessories for motor vehicles (vehicle 
parts). As clearly seen in Figure 7, all these categories have rebounded since the low of May 
2022, and especially the export of passenger cars, trucks, and tractors has exploded since 
then, and are now main drivers in the increasing overall Chinese exports to Russia.

Figure 7: Chinese exports to Russia of road vehicles (HS chapter 87) by biggest 
subcategories, 2021–2022. Source: UN Comtrade. 
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The large Russian passenger car market was also hit hard by the war and sanctions and, 
during the first few months, Chinese exports to Russia of cars (such as Chery, Changan, 
Naval, and Geely4) declined sharply. However, the trend reversed and in November 2022, 
Chinese companies exported 20,000 vehicles to Russia, an amount 70 percent higher than 
in November 2021, and had a market share of 31 percent, compared to 10 percent a year 
before. This figure could reach 40 percent in 2023. Out of an original 60 brands, only 14, 
of which 11 were Chinese, remained in Russia at the end of 2022. In March 2023, Chinese 
car companies established an industry association to facilitate entry into the Russian market. 
Several Chinese companies, including Kaiyi, Hongqi and Tank, have plans to expand on the 
Russian market,. Reportedly, Chinese car models are also being rebranded and sold as 
Russian. 

The sale of Chinese trucks (of which 90 percent are accounted for by four brands: Shaanxi, 
Howo, JAC, and FAW) more than quadrupled in 2022, compared to 2021 (31,000 versus 
7,700 vehicles), after the Russian market largely collapsed, due to the withdrawal of European 
companies after the invasion. The share of Chinese trucks on the Russian market reached 
over 50 percent in January 2023, thus replacing even Russian brands. In addition, China 
has taken over as the main exporter of vehicle parts to Russia, from 17 percent of Russia’s 
imports, in 2021, to 59 percent in 2022. 

Trade in metals. The two countries’ bilateral trade in metals has increased greatly since 
the invasion. China’s export of base metals, which dipped following the invasion, grew back 
strongly, and was 41 percent higher in 2023, as seen in Table 2. Importantly, Chinese 
export of alumina, crucial for military products, has increased thousand-fold 
since 2022, since the cessation of exports from Ukraine and Australia to Russia. Alumina 
(aluminium oxide) is used to produce aluminium, which in turn is crucial for defense industrial 
production. In all of 2021, China only exported 1,747 tons of alumina to Russia, but, in 2022, 
a total of 843,000 tons were exported, and China thus became a net exporter, for the first 
time in a long while. 

Figure 8: Chinese export to Russia of alumina (HS 281820) 2021–2022. Source: UN 
Comtrade.

4  However, unlike its owner Geely, Volvo Cars stopped doing business in Russia after the invasion.

https://www.ft.com/content/49d90df8-1f80-471c-a895-49914dbac3e4
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/06/21/china-scales-down-car-exports-to-russia-kommersant-a78055
https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/chinese-grab-russian-car-market-share-after-western-rivals-depart-2022-12-08/
https://www.autonews.ru/news/645524209a7947eaa7b4d67e
https://ria.ru/20221209/brendy-1837364309.html
https://www.autonews.ru/news/63fcb0a89a7947816cd3bc7c
https://www.reuters.com/business/autos-transportation/russian-carmaker-avtotor-launches-production-chinese-kaiyi-cars-2023-01-30/
https://www.autonews.ru/news/634d01ef9a7947a2c975acde
https://www.kommersant.ru/amp/5631897
https://www.silkroadbriefing.com/news/2023/01/05/chinas-auto-positioning-in-the-2023-russian-market/
https://www.autostat.ru/news/52466/
https://www.plenglish.com/news/2023/01/25/russia-quadruples-truck-purchases-from-china/
https://www.oreanda-news.com/en/transport/chinese-trucks-have-occupied-more-than-half-of-the-russian-market/article1466711/
https://cdn.sanity.io/files/0wfzc71x/production/6745ea42c21d65d6709231e0e7767bd5de57469b.pdf
https://qz.com/2162256/chinas-alumina-exports-to-russia-surge-after-ukraine-invasion
https://thereader.mitpress.mit.edu/the-uneasy-alliance-between-aluminum-and-warfare/
https://oilprice.com/Metals/Commodities/Chinas-Reopening-Has-Been-A-Boon-For-Metal-Markets.html
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/russian-supply-uncertainty-weighs-aluminium-market-2022-09-23/
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/28/business/volvo-russia-ukraine.html
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This also enabled the Russian aluminium giant, Rusal, to continue its production, despite 
problems with supply chains. This, in turn, enabled Russia to increase its export of aluminium 
to China significantly, by 56 percent, in 2022, compared to 2021, and rise from 18 to 69 
percent of Chinese imports. In April 2023, Chinese imports of Russian aluminium nearly 
tripled, compared to April 2022. In 2022, Chinese imports of Russian alloy also rapidly rose, 
by 71 percent, to 57 000 tons; during 2022 and 2023, a Chinese company even bought 
copper alloys from Russian-occupied parts of Ukraine.

Russian export of metals to China has increased sharply during the war. China’s 
import of Russian gold increased in volume by about 67 percent in 2022, to a value of 
USD 387 million. During the war, Chinese imports from Russia, of both platinum metals 
and refined copper, have also increased, and in 2022, Russia’s export of semi-finished steel 
increased in volume by 300 percent, equivalent to USD 1.34 billion. 

Other goods: ATMs, airplane parts, legal services, and others. Chinese exports of a 
large variety of other categories of goods have also increased during the war. Russian banks 
have begun purchasing ATMs from China, after American companies refused to deliver and 
service them. In June, China announced it was ready to supply Russian airlines with spare 
parts. Several Chinese and Hong Kong law firms, including Zhong Yin, LT Lawyers, and CFN 
Lawyers, have announced plans to fill the void in Russia left by Western counterparts. 

Chinese investments in Russia. Interestingly, no Chinese investments in Russia through 
the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) were made throughout 2022. This is noteworthy, given that 
Russia is the largest foreign borrower for Chinese state banks and accounted for more than 
15 percent of BRI lending between 2013 and 2017. On the other hand, data from 2022 
indicate that Chinese banks have increased their lending to Russian customers through 
syndicated loans.

The “yuanisation” of Russia

Russia has been rapidly increasing the use of yuan since the start of the war. China 
and Russia have long cooperated on “de-dollarization.” However, the war and sanctions 
have greatly accelerated this process, whereby Russia is increasingly reducing the use of 
dollars and euros and is increasingly using the yuan instead, a transition that has also been 
emphasised by Putin himself.

Russian reserves in yuan, and trade in yuan. Russia has rapidly intensified its use of 
yuan in many ways: two of the major ways are by expanding the proportion of yuan in its 
reserves, and increasingly switching to direct yuan-ruble trade, instead of using the dollar as 
an intermediary. In December 2022, the Russian Finance Department doubled the maximum 
allowable proportion of yuan in the Russian National Wealth Fund, from 30 to 60 percent. 
Yuan-ruble trading increased eightyfold between February and October 2022 (a total of 185 
billion yuan, in October). The yuan’s share of the Russian currency market increased from 
1 percent, in January, to over 48 percent in November, overtaking the dollar as the most 
traded foreign currency. Between January and September, the yuan’s share of all trade on the 
Russian stock market increased from 3 to 33 percent and, in February 2023, surpassed the 
dollar in trading volume. Chinese banks are, furthermore, accumulating more Russian assets.

https://oilprice.com/Metals/Commodities/Chinas-Reopening-Has-Been-A-Boon-For-Metal-Markets.html
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/russia-raises-aluminum-exports-to-china-to-near-record-levels-as-sanctions-bite-1.1923195
https://oilprice.com/Metals/Commodities/Chinas-Reopening-Has-Been-A-Boon-For-Metal-Markets.html
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/chinese-firm-imported-copper-russian-controlled-part-ukraine-data-2023-04-14/
https://www.silkroadbriefing.com/news/2023/01/23/chinas-gold-imports-from-russia-up-67-3-in-2022/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-10-25/russia-ships-record-volumes-of-gas-and-steelmaking-coal-to-china#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.vedomosti.ru/business/articles/2023/01/23/959990-rossiya-utroila-eksport-stalnih-polufabrikatov-v-kitai
https://iz.ru/1361430/natalia-ilina/nalichnyi-vybor-kreditnye-organizatcii-rf-perekhodiat-na-kitaiskie-bankomaty
https://tass.ru/ekonomika/14944093
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5459620
https://www.aei.org/china-global-investment-tracker/
https://greenfdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Nedopil-2023_China-Belt-and-Road-Initiative-BRI-Investment-Report-2022.pdf
https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/chinas-overseas-lending-and-war-ukraine#:~:text=Total%20Chinese%20lending%20commitments%20to,in%20cumulative%20lending%20since%202000
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/econographics/russian-finance-pivots-east/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/econographics/russia-and-china-partners-in-dedollarization/
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/69695
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/russia-and-china-have-been-teaming-up-to-reduce-reliance-on-the-dollar-heres-how-its-going/
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202209/1276451.shtml
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/permitted-share-chinas-yuan-russian-wealth-fund-doubled-60-finmin-2022-12-30/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/yuans-new-dollar-russia-rides-redback-2022-11-28/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/yuans-new-dollar-russia-rides-redback-2022-11-28/
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3195054/chinas-yuan-becomes-most-traded-foreign-currency-russian
https://www.swift.com/our-solutions/compliance-and-shared-services/business-intelligence/renminbi/rmb-tracker/rmb-tracker-document-centre
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-04-03/china-s-yuan-replaces-dollar-as-most-traded-currency-in-russia?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/chinese-banks-seize-russia-oil-trade-internationalise-yuan-2023-04-28/
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Gas payments, digital currencies, and SWIFT alternatives. According to some 
sources, China has been paying with yuan for much its imports of Russian commodities 
over the past year, including oil, coal, and metals. In March 2023, Putin claimed that two-
thirds of Russian-Chinese trade now was settled in either rubles or yuan. In September 
2022, Gazprom and CNPC agreed to settle gas payments in ruble and yuan. Russia is 
also currently trying, together with China, to develop possibilities to use digital versions of 
their currencies (central bank digital currency, CBDC) for international payments, and also 
to thereby circumvent sanctions. The use of China’s SWIFT alternative, “CIPS” may also 
increase as Chinese banks trade more across the border with Russia, even if it may take a 
long time before this makes a significant difference for Russia.

Private use of yuan is also increasing. More and more Russian banks and companies, 
such as Sberbank; Rosneft; Rusal, the world’s second-largest aluminium producer; the 
state-owned giant, Rosneft; and Polyus, the world’s fourth-largest gold producer, have also 
started to issue yuan bonds in Russia. Russian individuals are increasingly beginning to 
save in yuan, as more Russian banks, for example, VTB Bank and Tinkoff Bank offer this 
possibility. In September 2022, it was reported that VTB Bank was the first Russian bank to 
provide money transfers to China in yuan. 

Problems and risks for Russia with the yuan. Despite all of this, there are currently 
many problems and risks for Russia with the use of the yuan. This includes yuan volatility, 
inconvertibility to other currencies, insufficiency in Russia, and imbalanced currency trade. 
The “yuanisation” of the Russian economy thereby also creates many vulnerabilities for 
Russia and strengthens China’s hand. 

China’s strict control over the yuan exchange rates poses risks to Russia’s trade balance 
and gives China significant power over their trade. China exploited this to its advantage at 
the beginning of the invasion by allowing the value of the ruble against the yuan to fall more 
quickly, thereby protecting Beijing from sanctions against Moscow. Russia is also dependent 
on being able to sell off its yuan reserves, which it has also begun to do in 2023, to handle 
the budget deficit caused by low energy prices (although, reports in May suggested Russia 
might soon resume buying yuan instead of selling). 

However, selling off the extensive and increasingly important reserves of yuan bonds may 
prove difficult if China were to limit the outflows of yuan, which gives China even more 
influence. Finally, the countries’ central banks have extensive “currency swap agreements” for 
the exchange of each other’s currencies. A new swap instrument was agreed upon in January 
2023, for the purpose of increasing yuan availability in Russia and decreasing its volatility, 
which is used by Russian banks to increase yuan liquidity. However, the instrument also 
exposes China to the risk of secondary sanctions, a risk that could lead China to abandon 
these agreements, which in turn would have devastating consequences for Russia. All of this 
means that China gains political control over Russian reserves, trade, and payments. 

De-dollarisation therefore means yuanisation. Both of the trends identified above – 
the increasing Russian use of the yuan in various ways, and the multitude of associated 
currency risks and problems – were acknowledged in an April 2023 report by the Russian 
Central Bank. Among other things, the report mentions the inconvertibility, insufficiency, 
restrictions, and need to sell off yuan in order to keep up the vital reserves of dollars, euros 
and other currencies. 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/vast-china-russia-resources-trade-shifts-yuan-dollars-ukraine-fallout-2023-05-11/
http://en.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/70748
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/petrochina-signs-gas-agreement-with-russias-gazprom-2022-09-07/
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5758849?from=main
https://kinacentrum.se/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/kinas-digitala-centralbanksvaluta-e-cny-ett-steg-mot-internationalisering-av-yuanen.pdf
https://www.theregister.com/2022/10/11/gchq_fleming_russia_china_currency/
https://www.businessinsider.com/china-russia-alternative-swift-payment-cips-spfs-yuan-ruble-dollar-2022-4?r=US&IR=T
https://www.reuters.com/markets/currencies/chinese-banks-seize-russia-oil-trade-internationalise-yuan-2023-04-28/
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In sum, for economic reasons, Russia is forced to turn to the yuan, which can strengthen the 
two countries’ relationship and trade, as well as mitigate the effects of the Western world’s 
sanctions. But the more Russia does this, the more economic and political power it hands 
over to China, and the more dependent it becomes on Chinese goodwill.

Cooperation on trade routes, regionally and across borders

The cooperation on trade routes and infrastructure continues and is growing. 
Several new trade routes, such as new railway and multimodal transport routes that include 
several different means of transport, have been opened since the war began. In June 2022, 
the first ever car bridge between the countries was opened over the Amur River and, in 
November 2022, the first railway bridge. In March 2023 the first direct freight train between 
Beijing and Moscow departed, and plans for a second railway bridge across Amur was 
approved. In June 2023, an agreement was signed between FESCO and Russian Railways 
to accelerate rail transit of primarily cars between Russia and China, reflecting increasing 
Chinese vehicle exports to Russia (see above). Other planned or discussed projects include 
multimodal container routes; the development of a 2,000 km so-called “super highway,” 
Meridian, which would connect millions of Russians and Chinese; and the development of a 
common Russian-Chinese-Mongolian economic corridor.

The volume of cross-border trade is increasing sharply. According to Russian Railways, 
Russia’s railway freight traffic with China increased by 28 percent in 2022, compared to 
2021, to a total of 123 million tons, and the state-owned company has been requesting the 
opening of two new railway lines across the border in the fall. In January 2023, freight traffic 
across the border reached record levels, according to Russian representatives. The Russian 
transport company, RUSCON, reported a fivefold increase in its container freight across the 
Russian-Chinese border in 2022, compared to 2021.

Regional economic cooperation. Chinese trade with and investment in Russia’s Far East 
is significant and increasing, aiming to facilitate Chinese import of Russian raw materials. 
Trade between China and Russia’s Far East increased by 28 percent in 2022 (totalling 
about USD14 billion) compared to 2021. The trade volume between the two neighbouring 
eastern regions, Primorsky Krai (Russia) and Heilongjiang (China), increased by more than 
70 percent in the first half of 2022, according to Chinese customs.

Increasing trade between regions and across borders is also important for 
circumventing sanctions. According to Russian officials, trade between Russian and 
Chinese regions, as well as cross-border trade, is a significant source of growth and a priority 
in the development of the countries’ relations. They emphasised that this cooperation “has 
enormous anti-sanction potential, as it is not conducted at a macro level subject to external 
control, and because it offers more cooperation opportunities to small and medium-sized 
enterprises.” Key areas of cooperation mentioned include industry, agriculture, science, and 
people-to-people contacts.

Western weapons production still relies on Chinese exports via Russian railways. 
China supplies 90 percent of Europe’s use rare earth metals, which are crucial for the 
production of advanced weapon systems in the European defense industry. The significant 
portion of that export that goes through Russian railways more than doubled in 2022.
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Conclusions

Relations between the countries have continued to develop in a positive direction 
in many areas during the war. In their political rhetoric, the two presidents and other high-
ranking representatives have regularly emphasised that the relationship is strong, growing, 
resilient, and comprehensive, despite hostile global forces. The personal relationship 
between Putin and Xi is particularly highlighted. Even in the military field, relations continue 
to be strengthened, which is seen, among other things, in joint military exercises and ongoing 
cooperation in technological development.

In the economic sphere, relations have grown broadly. Trade recovered to record levels, 
from July 2022, onwards; Russian export of energy to China has increased significantly; and 
Chinese economic presence in, and export to, Russia has been strengthened considerably 
in many areas. Russian use of the yuan is growing, as is cooperation around trade routes, 
infrastructure and trade between regions and across the border.

In addition, China has provided important material support to Russian war 
efforts. Chinese exports of, among other things, integrated circuits, vehicles and other 
goods with dual-use applications, as well as metals and chemicals crucial for the Russian 
defense industry, have continued and, in some cases, significantly increased, during the war. 
However, China has provided no lethal weapons.

At the same time, the war has illuminated, and reinforced, the limitations of the 
relationship. The war is perhaps the most serious test of the relationship in several decades 
and demonstrates the many long-term, difficult challenges that it faces. Economic ties are 
limited by Russia’s fear of being exploited and, in more practical terms, by still insufficient 
infrastructure. China’s consideration of secondary sanctions, its reputation, and its economic 
relations with the Western world also present obstacles. 

One of the most important effects of the war is to strengthen the long-standing 
trend towards a shift in the power balance, in China’s favour. Russia’s ongoing 
“yuanisation” is a clear example of this trend, as is the fact that Russia’s economy is now 
completely dependent on Chinese imports of Russian energy, and on Chinese exports of a 
multitude of goods, from cars to laptops and freezers.

However, it is also unclear when, how, and why China will utilise its increasing 
power over Russia. The dependency does not mean that Russia will become a Chinese 
vassal state, and it does not automatically translate into Chinese influence over Russia. China 
is likely to proceed cautiously, well aware of Russian sensitivities – such as its great power 
status, its independence, and its interests – and its dependence on Russia as a strategic 
partner and for its resources.

Russia will, however, likely have to come to terms with growing Chinese demands, 
whether they concern discounts on gas and oil; expanding Chinese presence in Russia, 
Central Asia, and the Arctic; access to Russian military technology; reduced Russian defense 
industrial cooperation with India; or support for China’s geopolitical ambitions in its vicinity. In 
the event of deteriorated relations, or increased Chinese fear of reactions from the Western 
world, China’s power may also be used against Russia. Regardless, China’s room for action 
will increase, and Russia’s will decrease.
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